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Abstract: The Agile approach and tools are popular for the management of Enterprise Application
Software (EAS) development. This article focuses on the issue of inconsistency between strategic
business objectives and the functionality of the software developed. Agile management tools lack
the functionality of EAS project activities coordination. This article aims to rethink Agile project
management using the causal modelling approach. A causal model of Agile project management
using a management transaction (MT) concept was developed. The notion of the space of processes
was used to identify the MTs location along the axes of aggregation, generalization, and time
and to formalize their interaction specifications. Taxonomy of the coordination meta-types and
types was developed using the identifiers of the MTs. The modified Agile activities hierarchy was
developed, and vertical and horizontal causal interactions between Agile activities were identified.
This modified Agile management model helps to consistently track the integrity of EAS project
content. Complexity indicators were introduced to evaluate the EAS project complexity and their
average and normalized values are presented. Additional attributes in the Agile management tool
Jira are proposed. Monitoring mismatch between strategic business objectives and development
activities content helps to improve the success of EAS projects delivery.

Keywords: agile management; causal modelling; management transaction; coordination;
management control

MSC: 37M05

1. Introduction

Using Agile methods for business management and software development manage-
ment emerged in 2001 when the Agile manifesto was formulated [1]. Agile frameworks
such as Scrum, XP, ScrumBan, and SAFe gained popularity over the years [2] because they
provide a way to adapt to change and potentially reduce the costs of projects. However,
the success rates of project delivery are still poor and only 19% are considered successful
in terms of agreeing to time, budget, scope, and customer satisfaction. There are several
reasons for such rates, including lack of people’s competency, alignment between business
and IT, and a constantly changing business environment. This research is focused on
the formal definition of the coordination in the hierarchy of the Agile activities (theme,
initiative, epic, and user story).

User stories are used in Agile methods as a general practice to capture business needs.
However, user stories do not fully express the link between the requirements for the
Enterprise Application Software (EAS) and the strategic objectives of the enterprise. EAS
is a type of software that is used by multiple users in an enterprise (such as ERP, CRM
systems, etc.). In order to provide additional context information about a user story, such
concepts as theme, initiative, and epic are used. Together they form the TIES hierarchy [3].
Traditional Agile project management involves monitoring and managing the interactions
between these levels of Agile concepts by project managers (human activities). Modified
Agile management aims to monitor the interaction of Agile concept levels with virtual tools
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by providing the project or program manager with a dashboard of unmatched interactions,
semantics, and other attributes.

Causal modelling is used to investigate the vertical and horizontal interactions of the
Agile management activities (theme, initiative, epic, and user story). The management
transaction (MT) framework is used as a predefined internal structure for modelling any
Agile activity. To ensure that work performed on lower levels of the Agile hierarchy
contribute to strategic business objectives, any two adjacent levels in the Agile hierarchy
must be defined as management transaction. This allows ensuring that causal links are
defined and information is transferred properly throughout the Agile hierarchy.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 elaborates on Agile
software management tools and frameworks, methods from business management, and
business and IT interaction modelling fields used for EAS project management. Section 3
presents the traditional Agile project management hierarchy, causal modelling paradigm,
management transaction concept, and introduces modified Agile management hierarchy.
In Section 4 causal modelling in EAS development management is presented. Section 5
contains the formalization of the Agile activities and their management through the tax-
onomy of coordination in the space of processes. Section 6 contains the description of
interaction content modelling of the Agile activities. In Section 7, the semantics of vertical
and horizontal interactions are presented and EAS project complexity indicators are intro-
duced. Finally, in Section 8, the method described in previous sections is applied in the
Agile project management tool Jira and the causal modelling approach is demonstrated to
ensure that work performed on lower levels of the Agile hierarchy contributes to strategic
business objectives.

2. Related Works
2.1. Agile Software Management Tools and Frameworks

Many software tools support the Agile software project management process. Atlas-
sian Jira software is one of the leaders [2]. Jira has many customization options, but the
current functionality of Jira only supports the definition of the TIES structure activities. It
does not provide any formalities to ensure that the links between the different activities
in the levels of the Agile hierarchy are properly identified and justified in the business
context. This means that one cannot verify that every lower-level TIES activity is linked
and integrated properly to the theme on the highest level on the Agile project management
hierarchy. These vertical links are only defined by EAS project experts.

The Agile Scrum framework is the most popular Agile framework to ensure EAS
project delivery success. However, this is mostly a team level (up to 10 people) framework.
Scaled Agile frameworks such as SAFe [4] or LeSS [5] are used for enterprise-level Agile
project management. However, these frameworks lack the tracing logic of the internal links
between their own activities.

Research of the application of the modified Agile methods is receiving attention from
various business domains, such as manufacturing, logistics, and education. The modi-
fied value stream mapping Agile framework for earthmoving equipment manufacturing
business was presented in [6]. Other areas include application in logistics where an Agile
framework for a logistics area company was proposed [7] and for improving the educational
process [8,9].

2.2. Business and IT Alignment Using Business Management Methods

Business and IT alignment methods that are based on a business management ap-
proach are focusing on communication and leadership. Strategic management is the ability
to communicate decisions from the top leadership throughout the hierarchy of departments
and employees. Strategic management is defined as “the process of assessing the corpo-
ration and its environment in order to meet the firm′s long-term objectives of adapting
and adjusting to its environment through manipulation of opportunities and reduction of
threats” as stated in [10].
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Coordination problems are caused by interdependencies between two or more tasks.
Coordination is defined as “integrating or linking together different parts of an organization
to accomplish a collective set of tasks” [11]. The theory of coordination conceptualization
in the IS domain based on a neurobiological perspective was presented in [12].

Business management methods rely on the communication between the employees
in an enterprise. However, it is not ensured that strategic objectives information is suffi-
ciently transferred through all the levels of the organization and eventually as software
development tasks to ensure business and IT alignment.

2.3. Business and IT Interaction Modelling Methods

Business and IT capabilities alignment was firstly researched in [13] and the Business
and IT strategical alignment model (SAM) was introduced. SAM consists of four domain
alignment perspectives (business and IT strategy, organization and information systems
infrastructure, and processes). Although SAM is aiming to identify causal dependencies
between business activities and IT-based activities, it is still fuzzy and focuses mostly on
the business management part of the problem. SAM is the early attempt to identify causal
dependencies between business activities and IT-based activities.

Another well-known method for business and IT alignment is Guidelines Regarding
Architecture Alignment (GRAAL). GRAAL provides a collection of concepts and relations
among them [14]. Several definitions of alignment were identified in [15] based on the
SAM, i.e., business alignment, two types of cross-domain alignment, intellectual alignment,
IT alignment, and operational alignment.

Object Management Group (OMG), the leading organization in business modelling
practices and methodologies, provides and supports a group of methods under the Busi-
ness Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and Decision Model and Notation (DMN)
categories [16]. Model-driven architecture (MDA) and model-based engineering (MBE)
approach for software development is consistent with these modelling methods.

However, the aforementioned methods are not adapted to be used for business domain
management processes and are not able to capture the causal knowledge of business
management interactions. The causal links in the business domain processes are very
complex. The domain models created using these notations are simplified empirical
projections of real-world processes that do not take into account the complexity of the
process management interactions. A new method is required to evaluate the complexity of
management interactions content and utilize the flexibility of Agile methods.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Traditional Agile Project Management Hierarchy

Traditional Agile management hierarchy TIES includes these activity types: strate-
gic objective identification, themes specification, initiative definition, epic specification,
and user story specification. It is based on the iterative development model [17] and by
completing a set of lower-level activities, a higher-level activity is completed.

The lowest level of granularity in Agile software projects usually is the user story. User
stories intend to provide an abstract, but quite detailed description of the business problem
and value for the customer. The user story concept was popularized in [18]. The timeframe
when the user story should be completed should be no longer than a single development
iteration (1 to 4 weeks).

The lower level in the Agile software project management hierarchy is epic. As defined
in [19], “epics are really large stories that align with the product vision and provide the
next level of product detail for senior management”. Epics should be completed within a
calendar quarter or up to 12 weeks.

Going further up in the Agile hierarchy is initiative. An initiative is “a collection of
epics that drive toward a common goal” as defined in [20]. Initiatives provide a perspective
for business and IT on achieving business goals. It should be completed in a year or less.
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Theme (also called feature) is the top-level activity in Agile software project man-
agement hierarchy TIES. It is “an aggregation of user stories to show business value
delivered and to help with prioritization as well as show planned product delivery at a
high level” [21]. Strategic business objectives are translated into themes as more specific
means to achieve those business objectives. The theme is the transition level between
strategic business objectives and initiatives.

The TIES hierarchy with more details is presented in [22]. The TIES structure is
used in the Agile project management tool, Jira. Jira is the most popular tool for Agile
project management [2]. Other popular Agile frameworks such as SAFe [4] use similar
concepts for their own activities hierarchy that can easily be mapped to the TIES structure.
The Agile activities hierarchy TIES is implemented in the Jira tool and was chosen for
practical purposes: to enhance the existing environment for automatic tracing the vertical
integrity from themes to user stories. TIES hierarchy helps to semantically link the business
requirements with the information system requirements starting from a user story level to
a strategic objective as presented in Figure 1.
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aggregation relationship.

In Figure 1 the hierarchy of key Agile concepts is depicted: strategic objectives consist
of themes, each theme consists of some set of initiatives, each initiative consists of a set
of epics, and epics are decomposed into a set of user stories. Traditional Agile project
management involves monitoring and managing the interactions between these levels of
Agile concepts by department, program, or project managers (human activities).

The internal structure of the Agile activities during development iterations (sprints
in Scrum [23]) is not structured from a causal modelling perspective and therefore it is
impossible to model it. The specifics of the Agile activities are not fully considered, as the
traditional Agile hierarchy usually is perceived as a tree structure [22] that does not provide
the specifications of the vertical feedback loop information between the Agile activities.
The experts need to define the integrity of vertical links between the Agile activities. For
these reasons, a new method is required that would specify the informational content of
interactions between the levels of Agile activities and can validate how complete the EAS
project tasks interaction specification is. This would provide an overview of informational
gaps in the EAS project context.

The problem of linking the strategic objectives to the TIES structure is not further
discussed in this article. This link was investigated using the enterprise architecture frame-
work MODAF in [24]. MODAF is the most widely known and established framework and
it was used to model the strategic objectives as enterprise vision and capability taxonomy
models. This allowed for gradually linking the modelled contents of the strategic business
objectives to themes with their own set of MODAF models.

3.2. Causal Modelling Paradigm

Real-world processes modelling methods are classified according to the modelling
paradigms explained in Figure 2. External modelling is based on the black-box approach,
where the internal details of the system are not clear, and the model is specified as an
input-process-output. Internal modelling involves a deep prior knowledge of the causal
relationship of an area, the behavior of its elements, and internal causal relationships [25].
Grey box modelling partially knows the internal structure of the domain and the causal
relationships. The qualitative similarities and differences between the grey box, white box,
and black box modelling paradigms are explained in Figure 2.
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In this study, we used a causal modelling approach to Agile project management that is
specified as a modified Agile activities hierarchy. Causal knowledge is a type of knowledge,
next to declarative, procedural, and relational knowledge [26]. Causal knowledge is also
defined as a “description of causal links among a set of factors . . . which provides a means
for organizations . . . how best to achieve some goal” [27]. Causality is as important a
theoretical concept as the concept of force in Newtonian physics according to [28,29]. A
general theory of causation developed in [30,31], which underlies the theory of causal nets
(TCN) developed in [32]. The understanding of causality in systems modelling can be
different and depends on the nature of the knowledge used. The awareness of the theory of
specific domain causality is the prerequisite for discovering regularities (consistent patterns,
and causal knowledge) in a given domain. Two levels of enterprise causal knowledge for
software engineering needs were introduced in [33]. The management transaction (MT)
framework was used as the first level for presenting the discovered causation. At the
second level, the Elementary Management Cycle (EMC) was revealed as a deep knowledge
structure of MT in more detail. The causal modelling approach is suitable for discovering
causal dependencies in various real-world domains.

3.3. Management Transaction Concept

We used the management transaction framework as a unified component for iden-
tifying causal knowledge (deep knowledge) of enterprise management dependencies.
management transaction (MT) = (P, F, A, V) is related to some enterprise goal (G), cap-
tures the knowledge on a management function (F), enterprise process (P), informational
input flow (state attributes A), and informational output flow (controls V). MT includes a
feedback loop between F and P composed of A and V flows. A conceptual management
transaction model is presented in Figure 3, estimating the enterprise goal (G), which is not
specified explicitly in the MT definition.
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3.4. Modified Agile Management Hierarchy

Management activity interactions are necessary to ensure that effort performed on
EAS development projects contributes to achieving enterprise strategic objectives. Inter-
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actions can involve different types of management functions, such as business strategic
management (defines how the business is run, and the policies complied to) and software
development management, which defines the aspects of application software development:
technology stack, IT systems, software development patterns used, etc.

The particularities of the modified Agile hierarchy:

(a) Classifies management functions by type;
(b) Identifies vertical interactions and horizontal interactions between Agile project activ-

ities (theme, initiative, epic, and user story) (Figure 4);
(c) Any interaction between Agile activities is considered as an interaction of two complex

structures (defined as MTs).
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Figure 4. Example of the modified Agile management hierarchy (created by author).

Horizontal interactions are called coordination, vertical interactions are of a more
complex nature and are called management control.

Execution of business strategy takes place at the level of theme depicted as T01. Two
types of management functions are interacting: r1, project management; and r2, software
development management. I03 is a r1 type initiative that defines the assignment to develop
application software for the initiative I01 (r2 type). The I01 initiative belongs to the Agile
software development management function. A coordination link is required between the
initiatives I03 and I01 to ensure strategic objectives are achieved that are represented by
theme T01. This means a specific set of information must be transferred between initiatives
I03 and I01.

Other lower-level Agile activities E01, . . . , En, and S01, . . . , Sn are the software
development management tasks as described previously in this article. This situation was
modelled using the concept of space of processes which is explained in more detail in
Section 5.1. In Figure 4 the GE axis refers to different generalization levels of information
(project state reporting) linking to different time periods: 2, 12, or 52 weeks. The GE axis also
indicates different levels of information generalization, e.g., report on the GE level “Report
every 52 weeks” includes more general information compared to lower GE level “Report
every 12 weeks”. The timeframe was described as a repeating process, meaning information
must be shared every 2, 12, or 52 weeks due to the nature of continuous development that
the Agile process promotes to ensure alignment between software development activities
and strategic business objectives.

From the causal modelling perspective, any Agile activity is considered as a complex
structure (a self-managed activity) and is defined as a management transaction (MT) = (P, F,
A, V). Therefore, any interaction between Agile activities is considered as an interaction of
two complex structures (defined as MTs).
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4. Causal Modelling in EAS Development Management
4.1. Modified Hierarchy of Agile Activities

Analysis of traditional Agile hierarchy from the causal modelling perspective revealed that:

(a) Different management function types are involved in EAS development;
(b) There is a causal link between any two adjacent levels activities of the Agile hierarchy;
(c) Interaction of two activities from adjacent levels of the Agile hierarchy is a complex

process with a feedback loop (there is circular causality).

By evaluating these characteristics of a real Agile process, we defined a modified Agile
hierarchy. In the modified Agile hierarchy (Figure 5) any activity on each level:

• Is defined as management transaction MT = (P, F, A, V), i.e., themes, initiatives, epics,
and user stories have predefined structure;

• Is considered as a white box in mutual interactions in Agile hierarchy including
horizontal and vertical interactions.
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Any vertical interaction between activities of different levels (theme, initiative, epic,
user story, etc.) is conceptualized as management transaction MT(P, F, A, V), where a
higher-level activity is considered as management function (role = F), relevant lower-level
activities are considered as processes (role = P); also a feedback loop between higher-level
activity (F) and lower-level activity (P) is predefined (flow A of state attributes and flow of
controls V). Management transaction is detailed in Figure 3.

For example, the internal interaction in MT (initiative, epic) is as follows: the role of
the higher-level element initiative is control function (F), and the role of the lower-level
element epic is process (P). Next, the role of epic in internal interaction MT (epic, user story)
changes: the role of epic here is F, the role of the user story is P.

Any horizontal interaction between activities of the same level (theme, initiative, epic,
and user story) are conceptualized as a coordinating message between two management
transactions MT(P, F, A, V) and MT*(P*, F*, A*, V*).

A detailed specification of the content of vertical and horizontal interactions in the
Agile activity hierarchy is developed. Traditional Agile activities hierarchy is a static struc-
ture and it does not consider the dynamics of the information transfers in the management
system. On the opposite, MT is a dynamic structure representing the internal structure
and content of interactions. The MT can be used to specify the horizontal and vertical
interactions between activities at the Agile hierarchy level where:
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• Agile activities (theme, initiative, epic, user story) are considered as self-managed
activities (Figure 3);

• Vertical interactions at the different Agile hierarchy levels are considered as manage-
ment control (Figure 5);

• Horizontal interactions are considered as coordination when the coordination message
is transmitted (Figure 5).

4.2. Relativity Principle of Assigning Roles

The assignment of the type (P) to the MT element is a relative matter as well as
the assignment of type (F). For example, we examined the interaction between initiative
(defined as MT(I, E) = MT(P, F, A, V) and epic (defined as MT(E, U) = MT(P*, F*, A*, V*)).

On the level of initiatives in Figure 6, initiative (I) is in the role of management function
(F) and epic (E) is in the role of the process (P) in this interaction. A feedback loop (initiative,
epic) includes flow A (state attributes of epic) and controls V (impact to epic). A content of
flow V is the requirement focused on any element (P*, F*, A*, V*) of MT(E, U) or on the
combination of these elements.
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Figure 6. Example: impact of initiative (I) to epic (E) is a content of the control flow V of MT(I, E).

On the level of epics, epic (E) is in the role of management function (F) and user story
(U) is in the role of the process (P) in this interaction. A feedback loop (epic, user story)
includes flow A* (state attributes of user story) and controls V* (impact to user story).
Impact of epic (E) to user story (U) is content of flow V* (controls).

The user story can also be considered as a white box and defined as MT(U, X) = MT′(P′,
F′, A′, V′), where X denotes any optional lower-level Agile activity.

In the same way, the relative roles are assigned to the MT elements at other levels
of the Agile hierarchy. For example, in MT(Th, I) = MT(P, F, A, V), a lower-level activity
initiative is considered as a process (P) associated with a higher-level activity theme. The
role of activity theme in this interaction is management function (F).

4.3. Vertical Interactions: Management Control

Vertical interaction of activities on any two adjacent levels in the Agile hierarchy
(Figure 6) is considered as management transaction (MT = (P, F, A, V)). Vertical interaction
between activities is considered a self-managed activity MT, with an internal management
control loop between activities in two levels of the Agile hierarchy.

Therefore, each interaction of adjacent levels (theme, initiative), (initiative, epic), (epic,
user story) is referred to as MT, where the role of the higher Agile hierarchy level activity is
management function F and the role of the lower-level activity is process P.

Each specific F is assigned a set of specific P′s and a feedback loop is specified: flows
A (state attributes of process P) and control instructions V (controls).

An example in Figure 7 represents an identified MT(I, E) between initiative and epic
levels. Here, “I1” stands for the id of the initiative, and “E1” for the id of the epic. Type R
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stands for the type of management function (i.e., software development management).
R = i means that the management function is the same for several adjacent Agile activities.
The related Agile activities, epics (E1.1, E1.2, etc.), represent a set of related epics to the
initiative I1. Accordingly, user stories (U1.1.1, U1.1.2, U1.n.1) represent a set of related user
stories to the initiative I1.
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Figure 7. Identification of MT(I, E) between an initiative I1 and set of Epics E1.n.

4.4. Horizontal Interactions: Coordination

Horizontal interaction between the Agile activities is called coordination. Coordination
occurs on the same level of the Agile hierarchy between the Agile activities of the same
type: themes, initiatives, epics, or user stories.

There are two different cases of horizontal interaction when the interaction is consid-
ered as a collaboration of two self-managed activities using coordinating messages:

(a) A type of management function is the same (in Figure 8);
(b) A type of management function is different (in Figures 9 and 10), i.e., type i = “business

management “, type j = “software development management”.
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Figure 8. Horizontal interaction (coordination) of the same management function F1 (type R = i).

In BPMN, this communication of independent processes when a message is transmit-
ted is called choreography.

The third case (c) is more complicated when horizontal interaction is considered as a
management transaction MT(X, X*), where X and X* are activities on the same Agile hierar-
chy level (e.g., themes, initiatives, epics, and user stories) also considered as management
transactions (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Horizontal interaction conceptualized as a management transaction MT(X, X*), where X
and X* are activities of the same type.

In Figure 8, “A1”, . . . , ”Ap”, and “Ak” stands for the identifiers (id) of the initiative,
and “A1.1” . . . ”A1.n”, “Ak.1”, and “Ak.2” for the id of the epic. Type R stands for the type
of management function. In the example, the management function R is different (on the
left R = i, on the right—R = j). The related Agile activities, epics (A1.1, etc.), represent a set
of related epics to the initiative A1. Coordination is occurring on the same level of the Agile
hierarchy within the same management function F1 by coordination message transmission.
Coordination on the epic level in Figure 8 represents the software feature development
policy impact within the same management function F1. It is decided which specific
feature will be built under separate epics and how those components should be reused.
Coordination on the initiative level in this example represents the business management
impact, i.e., message under which specific initiative a certain system or project will be
developed. This is necessary to ensure that different EAS development projects do not
interfere with each other, and development efforts are not duplicated.

In case when the management function is different, i.e., in Figure 9, “A1”, . . . , “Ap”,
and “Ak” stands for the id′s of the initiatives, and “A1.1”, . . . , ”A1.n”, “Ak.1”, and “Ak.2”
for the identifiers of the epics. In this example, the management function type R is different
(on the left R = i, on the right—R = j). In this case, the coordination is occurring on the same
level of Agile hierarchy within different management functions (for example, business
development management F1 and software development management F2). This example
shows the business development coordination with the development of application systems
used by end customers. An example of such a case is the launch of a new self-service
portal for ordering banking products. On the IT side, i.e., the marketing area may provide
some requirements to provide promotions, discounts for the new customers, and the IT
development area must implement the requirements. The marketing area needs to prepare
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marketing material for the launch of the system and the onboarding of customers. This
needs to be coordinated with the IT area, as some instructions may be required.

In the general case, horizontal interaction can be conceptualized as a management
transaction MT(X, X*), where X and X* are activities of the same type (e.g., theme, initiative,
epic, and user story) also considered as management transactions (Figure 10).

This assignment of Agile activity roles F and P inside MT(X, X*) is consistent with the
strategic business and IT alignment model SAM [13], where certain activities are leading
due to management decisions in a specific situation.

In the general case it is assumed that the main (leading) activity is X, so its role in the
management transaction MT(X, X*) is F and the role of activity X * is P.

It should be noted that in turn, activities X and X * are also considered as management
transactions defined as follows: MT(X, Z) and MT(X*, W), where Z and W are the lower-
level Agile activities (of a different type as X, see Figure 7). Management transactions
MT(X, Z) = MT(P”, F”, A”, V”) and MT(X*, Z) = MT(P”, F”, A”, V”) are composite; there
are internal vertical interactions due to management control.

5. Coordination Taxonomy in the Space of Processes

Coordination is the transferring of information from one coordinating activity (mod-
elled as MT = (P, F, A, V)) to another (i.e., MT′ = (P′, F′, A′, V′)) when the content of the
coordinated MT′ is altered.

We assume that the coordinating MT has the right:

• To transfer the flow of information (attributes, data, requirements, and constraints)
from the coordinating MT to the coordinated MT′;

• To affect the content of the MT′ elements (P′, F′, A′, V′).

5.1. The Space of Processes

Types of interactions between MTs can be classified based on their mutual position in the
Space of Processes (SP) regarding the type of coordinate axes (AG, GE, T): SP = (AG, GE, T).
Here: AG is aggregation axis, GE is generalization axis, and T is time axis.

Any MT = MT(P, F, A, V) is represented as a point in the SP with coordinates MT(i, j, t,
r, p). The content of the information sent from one MT(i, j, t, r) to another MT′(i′, j′, t′, r′)
in the SP depends on the difference of the position of these MTs in SP = (AG, GE, T) (see
Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Coordination of MTs in the Space of Processes (AG, GE, T) (abstract case).

The mutual situation of any two MTs in the SP may be as follows [33]:

• The Aggregation axis level is the same (i = i′);
• The Aggregation axis level is different (i 6= i′);
• The Generalization axis level is the same (j = j′);
• The Generalization axis level is different (j 6= j′);
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• The management function F types are the same (r = r′);
• The management function F types are different (r 6= r′);
• The process P of different MT and MT′ is the same (p = p′);
• Processes P of different MT and MT′ are different (p 6= p′);
• Managed processes are of the same time period (t = t′);
• Managed processes are of different time periods (t 6= t′).

5.2. Coordination Meta-Types and Types

Taxonomy of coordination meta-types introduced in [33]. MT coordination meta-
types are defined by different combinations of indexes r, p, and t values, as classified
in Table 1 (here: 1 is “same”, and 0 is “different”). For example, meta-type A denotes
interaction of two activities in a single time period t when the same process P is managed,
and management function F type R is the same, meta-type C, when management function
types are different [33].

Table 1. Coordination taxonomy (meta-types) [33].

Coordination Meta-Types

Identifiers (t, r, p) A B C D F G H L

Type of management function (r) 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

Process identifier (p) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Time period (t) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

5.3. Types of Coordination of Management Transactions

Based on coordination taxonomy in Table 1, coordination types are classified in Table 2.
MT coordination types are defined by combining all possible combinations of indices (i, j, t,
r, and p) (here: 1 is “same”, and 0 is “different”).

Table 2. Types of coordination.

Identifiers
Coordination Type

A0 A1 A2 A3 B0 B1 B2 B3 C0 C1 C2 C3 D0 D1 D2 D3
i 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
j 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
p 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Identifiers
Coordination Type

F0 F1 F2 F3 G0 G1 G2 G3 H0 H1 H2 H3 L0 L1 L2 L3
i 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
j 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
p 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Conditional names of coordination types that correspond to the reciprocal arrangement
of MTs in the Space of Processes (SP) = (AG, GE, T) are as follows based on [33]:

• If the coordinating MT is on the higher aggregation level than the coordinated MT′, such
case of coordination is called detailed coordination because the coordinating message
being transmitted must be elaborated on (in the opposite direction of axis AG);

• If the coordinating MT is on the higher generalization level than the coordinated MT′,
such case of coordination is called concretizing coordination because the coordinating
message being transmitted must be concretized (in the opposite direction of axis GE);

• Such a case of coordination when the processes of different MT and MT′ are different
(p 6= p′) is called technological coordination.
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5.4. Coordination Types in the Same Time Period

Coordination meta-types A, B, C, and D cover different coordination cases (types) in
the same time period t when the values of the other MTs identifiers (i, j, r, and p) overlap or
differ (Table 2). These types of coordination cover real-time monitoring and management
of enterprise activity. Due to the limited scope of the article, we describe in detail only the
coordination types A0, A1, A2, and A3 for the same period (where t = t′).

Coordination meta-type A (t = t′, r = r′, p = p′) comprises of four coordination types
A0, A1, A2, and A3:

1. Coordination type A0 (i = i′, j = j′, t = t′, r = r′, p = p′): the location of the two MTs in the
Space of Processes is identical (i = i′, j = j′, t = t′) and these MTs are associated with the
same process (p = p′) and management function type (r = r′). Type A0 indicates two
identical activities (duplication), one of which needs to be eliminated. A0 indicates
surplus of activities;

2. Coordination type A1 (i 6= i′, j = j′, t = t′, r = r′, p = p′): the level of two MTs on the AG
axis is different (i 6= i′); the values of the other identifiers are the same (overlap); an
abstract example of A1 (Figure 12): initiative (AG level i +1) and epic (AG level i);

3. Coordination type A2 (i = i′, j 6= j′, t = t′, r = r′, p = p′): the level of two MTs on the GE
axis is different (j 6= j′); the values of the other identifiers are the same (overlap); an
abstract example of A2 (Figure 12) initiatives (GE level j +1) and epic (GE level j);

4. Coordination type A3 (i 6= i′, j 6= j′, t = t′, r = r′, p = p′): the level of two MTs on the
AG axis and GE axis is different (i 6= i′, j 6= j′); the values of the other identifiers are
the same (overlap).
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Examples of the coordination type A1 in modified Agile management hierarchy
occurring in the scope of one real project:

• Coordination type A1 between theme Th1(i + 1, j, t, p, r) and initiative I1(i, j, t, p, r):
theme Th1(i + 1, j, t, p, r) specifies a long term objective: “in 2 years to reduce cost by X
amount”; linked initiative I1(i, j, t, p, r): “Stop using system Y, and transfer the features
of the system to new system Z”;

• Coordination type A1 between initiative I1(i, j, t, p, r) and epic E1(i − 1, j, t, p, r): the
linked epic E1(i − 1, j, t, p, r): “Transfer system Y function N to system Z in 3 months”;

• Coordination type A1 between epic E1(i − 1, j, t, p, r) and user story U1(i − 2, j, t,
p, r): the user story U1(i − 2, j, t, p, r): “in 2 weeks to transfer system Y function N
component K to system Z”.

5.5. Types of Coordination in Different Time Periods

Coordination meta-types F, G, H, and L (Table 2) cover different cases (types) of MTs
coordination in different time periods (t 6= t′) when the values of the other MTs identifiers
(i, j, r, and p) are the same or different.

In enterprise governance practice, coordination of the activities from different time
periods is called:
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• Planning or prediction: if the implementation of one or more different MTs are to be
performed from time t onwards, in the next period (t + 1);

• Analysis: if one or more different MTs are considered to be performed earlier, from
time t back (t − 1).

In all these cases, the coordination should be performed by MT(i, j, t, r, p), which is
implemented in the current period t, or by creating an additional coordinating MT*(i*, j*,
t*, r*, p*) in period t. Due to the limited scope of the article, we describe in detail only the
coordination types H0, H1, H2, and H3 for different periods (where t 6= t′):

1. Coordination type H0 (i = i′, j = j′, t 6= t′, r 6= r′, p = p′): coordination of MTs that
have the same controlled process P during different time periods when management
function type R is different, and the aggregation and the generalization levels are the
same (Figure 13);
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2. Coordination type H1 (i = i′, j 6= j′, t 6= t′, r 6= r′, p = p′): coordination of MTs that
have the same controlled process P during different time periods when management
function types are different, the generalization levels are different, and the aggregation
level is the same;

3. Coordination type H2 (i 6= i′, j = j′, r 6= r′, t 6= t′, p = p′): coordination of MTs that
have the same controlled process P during the different time period when manage-
ment function types and aggregation levels are different, and generalization level is
the same;

Considering the difference between management function types (r 6= r′) of MTs, it is
necessary to ensure their functional compatibility. This can be performed using a common
data warehouse or by coordination from the higher-level MT* (Figure 14).
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4. Coordination type H3 is a complicated case of coordination in different time periods
(t 6= t′) when MTs have the same controlled process (p = p′), all the other identifiers of
these MTs differ (since i 6= i′, j 6= j′, r 6= r′, and t 6= t′).

Functional compatibility of different MTs can be performed using a common data
warehouse or coordination from the higher-level MT* (analogous to H2).
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6. Interaction Content Modelling

Modelling the content of the Agile activity interaction consists of two cases:

• Content of horizontal interaction between the same type of Agile activities: themes,
initiatives, epics, and user stories;

• Content of vertical interaction between the different types of Agile activities: themes
and initiatives, initiatives and epics, epics, and user stories.

6.1. Content of Horizontal Interactions

We examined the content of the horizontal interaction types described above (Figures 8–10):
message transmission (choreography) between one management function activities (a),
between different function activities (b), and a third case (c) where horizontal interaction is
performed as a management transaction.

The content of horizontal interaction (coordination) is specified using an example
of the initiative (I) horizontal impact on another initiative (I*) depicted in Figures 8–10.
A causal model of initiative (I) is defined as MT(I, E) = (P, F, A, V) and the other related
initiative (I*) is defined as MT*(I*, E*) = (P*, F*, A*, V*). Possible content combinations of
the coordination message (variants with different semantics) are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Content variants for horizontal interaction flow C from MT to MT*.

MT(I, E): MT*(I*, E*) = (P*, F*, A*, V*)

Flow C A* V* P* F*

C1 X - - -

C2 - X - -

C3 - - X -

C4 - - - X

C5 X X - -

C6 - X X -

C7 - - X X

C8 - X - X

C9 X - - X

C10 X - X -

C11 X X X -

C12 - X X X

C13 X - X X

C14 X X - X

C15 X X X X

In cases (a) and (b) of horizontal interaction as a choreography (Figures 8 and 9)
the content of coordination flow C from initiative (I) can have an impact on the different
elements (P*, F*, A*, V*) of coordinated initiative (I*). The instructions received in the
message are information on the basis of which the initiative (I*) makes its own decisions, it
is not obligatory to follow them.

In case (c) of horizontal interaction as management transaction (management control
Figure 10) the content variations in control flow V are the same, but the instructions are
mandatory and must be followed.
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6.2. Content of Vertical Interactions

Vertical interaction of activities in the Agile hierarchy (interaction between activity
from different levels of hierarchy) is considered as management control process defined as
management transaction MT = (P, F, A, V) as depicted in Figure 7.

Thus, the causal model of any Agile activity (theme, initiative, epic, and user story) is
defined as MT and includes internal elements as follows: management function (F), process
(P), and their feedback loop interaction with information flows (A, state attributes; and V,
controls). For example, a causal model of the theme is MT(Th, I) = MT(P, F, A, V) and a
causal model of initiative (I) is MT(I, E) = MT(P*, F*, A*, V*).

Vertical interaction content variants are listed in Table 4 by the example of theme
impact to the initiative. Variants of the vertical interaction content are defined in the same
way as the rest of the adjacent Agile hierarchy levels: initiative—epic, epic—user story.

Table 4. Vertical interaction content variants (V): by example of theme impact to the initiative.

MT(Th, I):
Controls (V)

Initiative (I): MT(I, E) = (P*, F*, A*, V*)

A* V* P* F*

V1 X - - -

V2 - X - -

V3 - - X -

V4 - - - X

V5 X X - -

V6 - X X -

V7 - - X X

V8 - X - X

V9 X - - X

V10 X - X -

V11 X X X -

V12 - X X X

V13 X - X X

V14 X X - X

V15 X X X X

Examples of the content of V1–V15 impacts from theme to the initiative: the content
of V1 is the requirements to the state attributes A* of MT(I, E); the content of V2 is the
requirements to controls V* of MT(I, E); the content of V3 is the impact to process P*
execution rules of MT(I, E); V4 includes requirements to management function F* (impact
to management logic, rules) of MT(I, E); V5–V15 are combinations of V1–V4.

For example, impact V1 in this context imposes restrictions on the delivery date of
projects. The impact V2 defines the initiative duration, the requirement that each initiative
must be no longer than 9 months. Control flow V3 sets the business rules upon initiative
management, i.e., the sequence of initiatives must be defined. The control flow V4 sets the
requirements for the duration of the epics (3 months).

Control flow V5 sets requirements for the content of both A* and V* flows of MT(I, E),
i.e., forms an impact on the feedback between the initiative (managing function) and the
epics that are the controlled processes.
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6.3. Model Verification and Validation

We consider the MT framework as a proven method [33,34] for capturing domain
causal knowledge. The composition of the MT framework is the basis to verify the modified
Agile hierarchy and to validate its application in the enhanced Jira tool.

Model verification definition in [35] states that “model verification <is> the process
of assuring that a computerized model is a sufficiently accurate representation of the
corresponding conceptual model.”

The interactions of levels between the modified Agile activities in Figure 5 fully
match the composition of the management transaction if Figure 3, since it is required that
interaction must contain four obligatory attributes: flow A of state attributes, flow V of
controls, identification of process P, and management function F. In this way, the modified
Agile model is verified as it fully matches the causal knowledge composition.

The process of validation determines whether a behavioral model is sufficiently ac-
curate for Agile product owner needs in the context of tracing the integrity of themes,
initiatives, epics, and user stories.

Automatic validation of causal knowledge is also based on the internal structure of the
MT framework. The state of an ongoing EAS development project is checked against the
defined composition of MTs. Both Tables 3 and 4 serve as validation rules for interactions
in EAS projects management. This provides means for automatic validation tools (see
Section 8). As an example, the fragment of the database record with the identified gaps of
vertical interactions between epic E01 and user stories S01 and S02 is presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Fragment of the database record of vertical interaction evaluation.

Theme Initiative
Epic User Story

Validation
F P A V

N N E01 Technical Tasks
(785) N Y Y Y S01 Technical architecture review

(800) V11

N N E01 Technical Tasks
(785) Y Y Y Y

S02 Seggregate audit log and
transaction log

(903)
V15

Therefore, the modified Jira tool matches the modified Agile hierarchy in Figure 5.
Here Y stands for existing information required by MT definition, and N for non-

existing. Validation is automatically provided using the suggested method.
The results were also checked by the experts. The type of mismatching is identified

using rules in Table 4. The advanced Jira tool automatically evaluates the information and
presents a relevant error type. Our model, presented in this paper was applied for three
EAS case study projects, described in [22] and significant improvement in EAS project
deliveries was observed.

7. Semantics of Vertical and Horizontal Interaction

The semantics of vertical and horizontal interaction impact depends on the content of
information transferred between the Agile activities. Given formal coordination classifica-
tion (Section 5), it is possible to introduce the content indicator of EAS project complexity,
under assumptions:

Assumption 1. The upper-level MT(P, F, A, V) sends a single flow (impact and control message)
to the lower-level MT*, representing the total MT.

Under Assumption 1, the number of vertical interactions variants between adjacent
levels with different content is 15 as listed in Table 4.

An example of vertical interaction content variants in Table 4 only covers the interac-
tion between theme and initiative levels. The rest of vertical interactions are (initiative/epic),
(epic/user story) and (user story/optional lower-level activity). Thus, there are four types
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of vertical interactions. When combining variants in this way, the number of vertical
interactions with different semantics is: 15 × 4 = 60.

Under Assumption 1, the number of horizontal interactions variants on the same level
with different content is 15 as listed in Table 3.

An example of horizontal interaction (coordination message) content variants in
Table 3 only covers interaction at the initiative level.

The rest of the horizontal interactions include interactions at themes level, epics level,
and user stories level. Thus, there are four types of horizontal interactions. When combining
variants in this way, the number of horizontal interactions with different semantics is:
15 × 4 = 60.

For a typical EAS development project, the average number of different activity types
are as follows: 1 theme; 1 initiative for the theme; 10 Epics per initiative; and 240 user
stories (24 user stories per epic). For a typical EAS development project, the number of
vertical interactions (control messages) with different semantics is (1):

Q1(v) = 1 × 15 + 10 × 15 + 10 × 240 × 15 = 36,165 (1)

That is:

• Number of relationships between theme and initiative interactions is 15, as there is
only one theme—initiative relationship in the example;

• Number of relationships between initiative and epic interactions is 150, as there are
10 initiative—epic relationships in the example;

• Number of relationships between epics and user stories interactions is 36,000, as there
are 10 epics and 240 user stories relationships (2400) in the example.

For a typical EAS development project, the number of horizontal interactions (coordi-
nation messages) with different semantics (an indicator of complexity Q1) is (2):

Q1(h) = 10 × 15 + 10 × 24 × 15 = 3750; (2)

In this case we have only one theme and one initiative; therefore, there are no horizon-
tal interactions at these Agile hierarchy levels.

Assumption 2. Each internal element of a coordinating MT(P, F, A, V) can send coordination
effects to each element (P*, F*, A*, V*) of another MT*(P*, F*, A*, V*).

This Assumption 2 applies to both horizontal and vertical interactions in the modified
Agile hierarchy.

An example of vertical interaction (management control message) content variants
in Table 4 only covers the interaction between theme and initiative levels. Analogically,
Table 3 covers the interaction between two MTs in the same hierarchy level horizontally.

The number of variants with different content is 15 for each element (P, F, A, V) of
MT(P, F, A, V) when sent to one specific element of another MT′(P′, F′, A′, V′).

Under Assumption 2, when one MT element can send an impact to any set of other
MT′ elements (P′, F′, A′, V′), combinations of (P, F, A, V) and (P′, F′, A′, V′) are formed.

The number of horizontal and vertical interactions is calculated as combinations
without repetition. In the investigated case:

1. One MT element can send an impact C to any one of the other MT′ elements (P′, F′,
A′, V′). The number of variants of the content (as listed in Table 3);

Ck
n =

4!
1!(4− 1)!

+
4!

2!(4− 2)!
+

4!
3!(4− 3)!

+ 1 = 15 (3)

2. One MT element can send an impact C to any combination of other MT elements. (P′,
F′, A′, V′), number of combinations without repetition is 15;

3. The total number of variants of the content (with different semantics) is 15 × 15 = 225
when two Agile activities are coordinated with each other;
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4. There are four levels in the Agile hierarchy (theme, initiative, epic, and user story).

On this basis, the project indicator of complexity Q2 for a typical EAS develop-
ment project in case of horizontal interactions under Assumption 2 can be calculated
as follows (4):

Q2(h) = 10 × 225 + 10 × 24 × 225 = 56,250; (4)

In this case, we have only one theme and initiative and they do not have any
horizontal interactions.

In the case of vertical interactions under Assumption 2, the project indicator of com-
plexity Q2 can be calculated as follows (5):

Q2(v) = 1 × 225 + 10 × 225 + 10 × 240 × 225 = 542,475; (5)

We believe that the qualitative indicators Q1 and Q2 and their presented average
and normalized values can help to evaluate the complexity and effort of communication
and coordination in EAS project management in terms of required financing and other
resources. The detailed calculations are presented in Appendix A.

8. Ensuring Coordination Using Agile Software Development Management Tools

By ensuring the causal links are defined, an internal system model is constructed. This
sets the basis for improving Agile project management tools. We chose the Jira tool by
Atlassian, which is the leader in the market [2], to apply the modified Agile method.

Jira uses the attribute “Epic link”, or similar to link together the activities in the TIES
hierarchy (Index 1, Figure 15). Index 2 represents the added attribute Capability which
we propose to use to link all the related activities in the TIES hierarchy. Capability is a
well-defined strategic objective (aspect). The detailed information (Figure 16) appears after
clicking on Index 2.
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The report in Figure 16 is an example of the integrity checking result using the en-
hanced Jira tool. The interaction content combinations are checked using rules in Table 4
and the coordination result shows what information is missing. The error description is
the evaluation of the missing information of the vertical interaction content V1–V14 (see
Table 4).

9. Conclusions

A causal modelling approach to the Agile project management was used to rethink the
traditional Agile activities hierarchy (theme, initiative, epic, and user story). The traditional
Agile hierarchy does not differentiate the management function types, the requirements for
the link between any two adjacent Agile hierarchy levels are not defined.

A modified Agile activities hierarchy was developed considering the interaction be-
tween two adjacent Agile levels as a complex process with a feedback loop. The conceptual
model of this interaction is defined as the management transaction (MT). MT is considered
a self-managed activity, which specifies the causal link interaction between two adjacent
levels in the Agile hierarchy. Another feature of the modified Agile hierarchy is that the
different types of control functions have been identified. Real-life examples provided of
the vertical and horizontal interactions between themes, initiatives, epics, and user stories
which are based on work experience with the Jira tool.

Vertical interaction of two Agile activities is considered a complex process with a
feedback loop as well as horizontal interaction at the same level. The content variants
for horizontal interactions (coordination) and vertical interactions (management control)
are specified when each variant corresponds to a different combination of elements of the
management transaction structure.

The content of interactions includes obligatory elements defined in MT structure:
enterprise process (P), input flow A (process P state attributes), output flow V (process P
controls), and management function (F). MT is related to some enterprise goal (G).

The taxonomy of coordination meta-types and coordination types are presented. The
taxonomy is based on the conceptual structure of MT. It was used to evaluate the state of
the project activities (themes, initiatives, epics, and user stories) and the content of causal
interactions between them.

The content variants for horizontal and vertical causal interactions are listed and were
used to evaluate the state of activities and their interactions in the EAS projects.

The modified Agile hierarchy model verification and validation issues are argued.
The developed content variants show that there are over 3700 interaction content

combinations with different semantics. The semantics of vertical and horizontal interaction
impact depends on the content of information transferred between the Agile activities. The
number of combinations increases with every new user story, epic, initiative, or theme
introduced to the EAS project. The vast amount of interaction content combinations proves
the complexity of enterprise management in the Agile environment. Therefore, the project
management tools should include the proposed additional attributes that would allow
monitoring the project state more thoroughly.

EAS project complexity indicators were introduced that can help to evaluate the
complexity and effort of communication and coordination in EAS project management in
terms of required financing and other resources. The presented average and normalized
complexity indicators help to evaluate the complexity of various EAS development projects
and compare them.

Current Agile software project management tools such as Jira do not provide guide-
lines on how to define correct links between levels of the Agile management hierarchy.
Given Jira is able to capture the deep causal knowledge as it is suggested in this method, it
can significantly increase the capabilities of monitoring the integrity of EAS project activi-
ties. This ensures the alignment of each user story, epic, initiative, or theme to the strategic
objectives and thus improves the success of business strategy execution.
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Based on the results of the enhanced EAS project management tools report, the experts
can provide the missing links and content of the TIES hierarchy activities. The report can
also indicate that some of the EAS development project activities do not provide value to
strategic business objectives thus they should be cancelled.
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Appendix A

In this section, the detailed calculations of complexity indicators Q1 and Q2 are
presented.

Table A1. Calculations of complexity indicator Q1 and Q2 for vertical interactions.

Formula Theme Initiative Epic User story
Interactions Q1(v)

Average
Q2(v)

Average
Q1(v)

Normalized
Q2(v)

Normalized

Th-I I-E E-U

Q1(v) m n e u m × 15 n × 10 × 15 e × 240 × 15 - - Q1(v)/Q1(v)
average

Q2(v)/Q2(v)
average

Q2(v) m n e u m × 225 n × 10 × 225 e × 240 × 225 - - - -

Typical
project 1 1 10 240 1 × 15

1 × 225
1 × 10 × 15

1 × 10 × 225
10 × 240 × 15

10 × 240 × 225 36,165 542,475 1 1

Example
project 1 1 1 20 480 1 × 15

1 × 225
1 × 20 × 15

1 × 20 × 225
20 × 480 × 15
20 × 480 × 225 144,315 2,164,725 3.99 3.99

Example
project 2 1 2 40 960 1 × 15

1 × 225
2 × 20 × 15

2 × 20 × 225
40 × 960 × 15
40 × 960 × 225 576,615 8,649,225 15.94 15.94

Table A2. Calculations of complexity indicator Q1 and Q2 for horizontal interactions.

Formula Theme Initiative Epic User story
Interactions Q1(h)

Average
Q2(h)

Average
Q1(h)

Normalized
Q2(h)

Normalized

Th-I I-E E-U

Q1(h) m n e u m × 15 n × 10 × 15 e × 24 × 15 - - Q1(h)/Q1(h)
average

Q2(h)/Q2(h)
average

Q2(h) m n e u m × 225 n × 10 × 225 e × 24 × 225 - - - -

Typical
project 1 1 10 240 -

-
1 × 10 × 15

1 × 10 × 225
10 × 24 × 15

10 × 24 × 225 3750 56,250 1 1

Example
project 1 1 1 20 480 - 1 × 20 × 15

1 × 20 × 225
20 × 48 × 15
20 × 48 × 225 14,700 220,500 3.92 3.92

Example
project 2 1 2 40 960 - 2 × 40 × 15

2 × 40 × 225
40 × 96 × 15
40 × 96 × 225 58,230 873,450 15.528 15.528
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